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Welcome ! 
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Workshop venue

Workshop & coffea breaks
  - Amphi Charpak

Tomorrow morning (10th April):
  - general power cuts on the campus
    from 7-10 am !
  - we are all asked not to enter 
    campus and buildings before 10 am…..
  - but we have tight schedule
  - so we try to start at 10:15 am
  - there won’t be coffea break 

Tomorrow noon :
   - it’s holiday period …
   - restaurant Ardoise is closed
   - standard CROUS (Restau U) is opened 
     but probably with only 2 rooms over 3
     (one need to queue for ticket in one place
      then go to the queue for restaurant)
   - I suggest we go for local cafés & 
     boulangeries
   - coffea break from 13:30 to 14:00
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Nice partners & sponsors

This edition received the financial support of the Université Paris Cité (UPC), the Initiative Physique des Infinis (IPI) 
of Sorbonne Université and the Fédération de Recherche Interactions Fondamentales (FRIF).

https://u-paris.fr/
https://ipi-sorbonne-universite.fr/
http://www.frif.fr/
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Workshop dinner
A dinner in common is foreseen at Baccae at 8pm

4 rue Crillon, 75004 Paris (near Bastille)

https://maps.app.goo.gl/vcGhhXfXAC6z82Ri9

LPNHE

Main 
entrance/
exit

Quai St 
Bernard 
entrance/exit

« Cocktail dinatoire »
 - entrée/plat/dessert
 - 3 drinks (beer or cocktail)
Paid thnks to our generous 
sponsors

https://www.baccae.fr/
https://maps.app.goo.gl/vcGhhXfXAC6z82Ri9
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For speakers

Talks by default have 20 mn + 10 mn for questions

Please keep your time

We want to keep time for the question part ….

Our schedule is tight 
     - this evening to go to dinner place + hotels (?)
     - tomorrow morning becasue of this power cut
     - tomorrow afternoon as people want to catch their trains
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